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Abstract: We report the observation of anti-crossings between hybrid-
mode acoustic phonons in an axially-varying photonic crystal fiber. Our 
experimental results are analyzed using an electrostriction theory which 
reveals strong coupling between longitudinal and shear components of 
elastic wave. These anti-crossings are highly sensitive to the transverse fiber 
structure and thus could be potentially used for ultra-sensitive sensors and 
new opto-acoustic devices. 
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1. Introduction 

Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is an inelastic process in which acoustic phonons of a 
medium interact with photons propagating through it [1]. In optical fibers, light excites 
acoustic waves via electrostriction, which results in the amplification of a frequency down-
shifted backward radiation [2]. This process is well known to high-power laser scientists, 
since it sets a severe limitation upon the maximal power that can be transmitted through an 
optical fiber [3]. In contrast, it can be efficiently used to design smart all-fiber distributed 
sensors for strain, temperature, or other physical quantities [4]. Recently, artificially 
structured photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) [5] have brought in unprecedented opto-acoustic 
properties, spurring a renewal in both fundamental and applied research in sound-light 
interactions. Breakthroughs brought by PCF technology include the observation of Raman-
like transitions [6], the reduction of forward guided acoustic wave Brillouin scattering 
(GAWBS) noise in quantum-optics experiments [7], the reduction of photon/phonon coupling 
efficiency by periodically varying the air-hole microstructure [8], the demonstration of 
reconfigurable all-optical isolation [9], and the observation of hybrid-mode phonons resulting 
from the combination of shear and longitudinal strain [10], with great potential for tight 
confinement of acoustic waves [11]. 

In optical fibers, SBS is commonly considered as resulting of the interaction of photons 
with longitudinal phonons, similar to the scattering of plane waves in bulk silica. This process 
gives structural information regarding the optical fiber inside which it is occurring. The 
Brillouin Stokes frequency shift νB (~10 GHz for 1550 nm light in silica fibers) is given by 

 2 eff a
B

P

n V
ν

λ
=  (1) 

where neff is the effective optical index, Va is the phonon velocity, and λP is the pump 
wavelength. SBS is an ideal backward process with gain that is thus accessible to pump-probe 
and reflectometry experiments. Structural information can be retrieved from Eq. (1) as νB is 
proportional to neff, that is itself linked to the fiber transverse geometry [12,13]. A difficulty 
with SBS is that νB - through either neff or Va - is also sensitive to many other physical 
quantities such as temperature, longitudinal strain, birefringence, or doping concentration. 
Discriminating structural variations from other fluctuations requires more information. As 
shown by Dainese and al., PCF with a small core supports hybrid acoustic modes (HMs) 
having a polarization that is a mixture of longitudinal and shear displacements [10]. Thanks to 
the longitudinal component, HMs are SBS active. As their exact modal distribution depends 
acutely on the holey distribution surrounding the core, HMs potentially present enhanced 
structural sensitivity. 

In the present work, thanks to a slow and precise grading of the scale of the transverse 
structure of the fiber, we gain a new degree of control on light-sound interactions in the 
already versatile PCF platform. This tapered fiber unveils highly unusual anti-crossings 
between different hybrid-mode acoustic phonons. Two different SBS active phonons are 
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furthermore identified. An electrostriction model [14,15] explains their generation from 
optical forces generated by light travelling along the fiber. Both phonons are found to be of 
the HM type. One is strongly confined to the core, while the other extends up to the holey 
structure and is dramatically sensitive to structural variations. 

2. Properties of the tapered PCF 

We consider in this work a PCF with continuously adjusted transverse dimension, whose 
variation is carefully controlled during drawing. The outer diameter profile of the fiber was 
measured during drawing and is displayed in Fig. 1(b). The PCF is made of a ~170 m-long 
segment with an outer diameter increasing linearly from 80 µm to 135 µm, followed by a 
uniform ~48 m-long segment with a 135 µm outer diameter. For such a slowly tapered fiber, 
the fabrication tolerance is similar to uniform fibers: the outer diameter is controlled with a 
typical accuracy of +/− 0.5 µm. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of each section 
are reported in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c) with the same scale, for the input (small diameter) and the 
output (large diameter) cross-sections. For the smallest section, the hole-to-hole spacing (pitch 
Λ) and core diameter D are 1.55 µm and 2.14 µm, respectively. For the largest section, they 
are 2.52 µm and 3.57 µm, respectively. 

The PCF core is highly doped with germanium (Ge), with a parabolic distribution and a 
maximum refractive index difference Δn = 0.032. The reason to use a Ge-doped core is that it 
enhances the confinement of the optical field in the core. The doped areas can be seen as the 
light grey regions at the center of the core in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c). The refractive index profile 
of the doped core is shown in Fig. 1(d) for both the smallest section (black line) and the 
largest one (red line). The left axis presents the corresponding evolution of the glass density 
across the core, as used in the numerical simulations presented in the manuscript. Figure 1(e) 
shows the longitudinal (“L”) and shear (“S”) acoustic velocities across the Ge-doped core, 
again for both the smallest section (black line) and the largest one (red line). The calculated 
effective index neff of the fundamental optical mode equals 1.4007 and 1.4273 at 1.55 µm for 
the smallest and the largest section, respectively. We checked numerically that the fiber is 
optically single mode throughout its length. For intermediate distances, neff is assumed to 
follow linearly the scale of the holey structure. 

 

Fig. 1. (a) and (c) SEM pictures of the PCF observed at its smallest (a) and its largest (c) 
section (shown with the same scale). (b) Evolution of the PCF outer diameter versus length as 
measured during drawing. (d) Density (left axis) and refractive index (right axis) across the 
germanium doped core. (e) “L” longitudinal (left axis) and “S” shear (right axis) acoustic 
velocities across the germanium doped core. In (d) and (e), black solid lines correspond to the 
small section and red dashed lines to the large one. 
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After our experiments, the PCF was cut back in 10 m long samples and the transverse 
structure of each segment was analyzed with a SEM, confirming that the PCF structure was 
homothetically conserved (within experimental accuracy) all along the fiber. 

3. Experimental setup 

The PCF was characterized with a Brillouin optical time-domain analyzer (BOTDA) [16]. 
The principle of the measurement is to launch a pulsed pump in the fiber, and to log the time 
of flight of a backward continuous probe with a given red shift detuning. Here, we use a 
vector version of BOTDA (VBOTDA) [17]. The advantage of the vector configuration is 
twofold. First, detection is performed at high frequency. It is thus highly immune to low 
frequency noise, allowing for detection of HMs that are several orders of magnitude less 
intense than the main Stokes line. Second, spectrograms can be demodulated to yield the 
phase of the Brillouin interaction. 

In our experimental setup, the emission of a low noise distributed-feedback laser diode, 
whose typical spectrum can be found in [18], is split into two separate paths. One path is 
pulsed and amplified to generate the pump (1.1 W, 50 ns long pulses, resulting in a Δzpulse~5 
m spatial resolution). The other path is modulated to generate sidebands for the probe. In the 
VBOTDA configuration, a phase rather than an intensity modulator is used. The phase 
modulator is furthermore driven by two distinct frequencies. The first frequency is arbitrarily 
set at fLO = 2 GHz, while the other one, fS, is tuned so that the probe sideband at fProbe = -(fS + 
fLO) can be scanned throughout the chosen resonance. After travelling through the fiber, the 
probe detection is made at 2 GHz. If — assuming a perfect phase modulation scheme — the 
fProbe sideband is far from any resonance, it is not amplified, and no intensity modulation is 
detected. When fProbe enters a resonance, it is amplified and the phase modulation equilibrium 
is broken. A 2 GHz beat-note between the fProbe and -fS sidebands appears, leading to a 2 GHz 
intensity modulation. This signal is sampled at a 10 GHz rate with a high speed oscilloscope. 
It is then sliced into segments made of NFFT = 64 (unless otherwise stated) consecutive points, 
i.e. a Δznum = ~32 cm numerical resolution. This value takes into account the fact that to 
optimize Δznum, each segment has a 50% overlap with the previous one. The amplitude and the 
relative phase of each segment at 2 GHz are then extracted with a fast Fourier transform. 

4. Results 

In the present experiments, both PCF ends were spliced to conventional 1.55 µm single-mode 
fiber pigtails and the laser pump was launched at the fiber extremity with smallest diameter. 
Experimental spectrograms (averaged 256 times) are reported in Fig. 2 with a double 
horizontal axis showing both the distance along the fiber (bottom) and the local pitch Λ (top). 
Figures 2(c) and 2(d) present the experimental intensity and phase spectrograms, respectively. 
In addition to the expected main resonance (labelled HM0 in this work) observed around ~9.9 
GHz, a weaker set of resonances (labelled HM1) is observed at higher frequencies, around 
10.9 GHz. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) are close-up views on HM1 resonances around the 10.9 GHz 
region of the acoustic spectrum. As discussed below, these resonances appear at the frequency 
of distinct HMs. The HM1 line is less intense than the HM0 line by an intensity factor of 11 
to 26 dB, depending on distance. For both lines, a frequency correlation with distance (and 
thus with the PCF structure) clearly appears. 
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Fig. 2. (a) and (c) Experimental relative intensity spectrogram (in dB) as a function of fiber 
distance. (b) and (d) Corresponding phase spectrograms (in radians). (a) and (b) are close-ups 
on the higher frequency (HM1) component experiencing anti-crossings. Top abscissa axis: 
pitch Λ (in µm) for the tapered section. 

Let us first focus on the main resonance (HM0). As expected, the HM0 frequency is 
modified as the fiber diameter changes. Intuitively, as neff increases with diameter along the 
first 170 meters, it would be expected from Eq. (1) that the Brillouin frequency increases 
correspondingly. The opposite, however, is observed in Fig. 2(c): the HM0 frequency 
decreases while the diameter, and hence neff, increases. This was observed previously in 
standard fibers and was attributed to doping [19,20]. Indeed, the explanation can be found by 
looking at Visualization 1, which shows the evolution of the fundamental optical mode (left), 
the HM0 mode (middle) and the HM1 mode (right) as a function of decreasing pitch (and thus 
diameter). As the diameter becomes smaller, both the fundamental optical mode (left panel) 
and the HM0 acoustic mode (middle panel) spread more widely in the fiber structure. The 
overlap with the Ge-doped area thus decreases, so that the usual assumption that Va is 
constant is not valid anymore. As the acoustic velocity Va in pure silica is higher than in the 
Ge-doped core, as shown in Fig. 1(e), νB might increase even if neff decreases, and the phonon 
velocity shift can override the optical index decrease. In the limit that the fiber is not doped 
with Ge, one should recover Eq. (1) with constant Va. 

Let us now consider the second resonance HM1 located around 10.9 GHz. Its evolution 
with fiber length strongly differs from that of the main resonance HM0. Indeed, for small 
pitch values (Λ < ~2.1 µm) within the first 100 m of the fiber, the evolution of the resonance 
frequency appears to be quite complex both in intensity, and phase, Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The 
intensity of the SBS signal almost vanishes for several frequencies, which is accompanied by 
strong changes in the slope of resonance frequency versus distance. Similar observations were 
made in a range of PCF samples with slightly different holey structures, hence ruling out 
fabrication errors and possible artefacts. 
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Fig. 3. Measured relative frequency shift of HM0 and HM1 phonons (black and red lines 
respectively) as a function of distance along the PCF. Top axis: local pitch Λ in µm. 

Figure 3 shows the evolution of HM0 (black line) and HM1 (red line) frequencies with 
fiber length (bottom axis) and microstructure pitch Λ (top axis) extracted from the intensity 
spectrograms of Fig. 2(c) (data extracted from the experimental phase spectrogram give 
comparable results, but are slightly noisier and are not shown here). The evolution of the 
HM1 frequency with fiber length is highly unusual as it exhibits discontinuities and strong 
changes of their slope, which highlights their enhanced sensitivity to structural parameters as 
compared to the HM0 resonance, a striking feature! Indeed, although it is expected that a slow 
variation of the fiber structure slightly changes the Brillouin frequency, as observed for HM0, 
the strong variation of HM1 frequency comes as a surprise. The fiber length is labelled into 
different regions according to these features. In addition to the uniform region labelled “0”, at 
least eight different regions, each corresponding to a different HMs, are identified. Their 
geometrical resolutions R1…8 with respect to Λ and neff (in refractive index unit, RIU) are 
summarized in Table 1 for the HM1 resonance. In particular, the sensitivity of HM1 in the 
region labelled “6” is as high as R6 = −64.3 GHz/RIU (−1.76 GHz/µm), which is in absolute 
value 20 times higher than the one of the HM0 resonance (of −3.3 GHz/RIU, or equivalently 
−0.09 GHz/µm). The most sensitive resolution (−1.76 GHz/µm) with respect to Λ 
corresponds to a ~0.6 nm resolution if one considers that the VBOTDA minimum frequency 
resolution is 1 MHz. The actual resolution is probably even better, because the distance along 
which this mode was excited (~5.5 m) was equal to the apparatus spatial resolution limit 
Δzpulse~5 m (which was not optimized here). 
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Table 1. Geometrical frequency resolution of HM0 and the various HM1 acoustic 
phonons appearing along the fiber, as labelled in Fig. 3. Second line: resolution versus the 

effective index, neff. Third line: resolution versus the fiber pitch, Λ. 

 HM0 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 

GHz/RIU −3.3 −13.4 −38.0 −11.8 −13.0 −30.0 −64.3 −43.4 −61.0 
GHz/µm 0.09 −0.37 −1.04 −0.32 −0.36 −0.82 −1.76 −1.19 −1.67 

5. Discussion 

In order to understand the unusual behavior of the HM1 resonance evolution with fiber 
structure, we modelled electrostriction in the PCF following the theory of Ref [15]. Figure 4 
reports the calculated intensity spectrogram as a function of the fiber pitch. SBS-generated 
acoustic phonons are obtained by solving the elasto-dynamic equation subject to the optical 
forces that arise from the distribution of light within the fiber cross-section, as a result of 
electrostriction at the detuning frequency. With this approach, because the fundamental 
optical mode is confined to the core of the fiber, optical forces and hence generated acoustic 
phonons are obtained right where the interaction takes place [14], without need to resort to a 
full band structure computation [10,21]. The starting and ending points of the numerical 
simulation of Fig. 4 are the two fiber sections displayed in Fig. 1(a) and 1(c), with a linear 
scaling of the fiber structure in between. The purpose of the computation is not to reproduce 
exactly experimental data – which would be quite difficult, given the uncertainties in actual 
PCF parameters, – but rather to recover a general picture of the underlying physics. Indeed, 
one can see from Fig. 4 that the general shape of the numerical spectrogram is in good 
qualitative agreement with the experimental one. Resonances HM0 and HM1 are well 
identified around 9.9 GHz and 10.9 GHz, respectively, and the evolution of their frequencies 
with distance (i.e., the fiber structure) as well as their slopes are in reasonable agreement with 
experimental values. The polarization of HM0 (respectively, HM1) is calculated to be around 
90% (resp., 75%) longitudinal and 10% (resp., 25%) shear, with 4% (resp. 10%) variation of 
this content along the fiber. The HM0 line displays no particular events, except for the 
unusual variation of Brillouin frequency with fiber structure discussed above. The 
computation also qualitatively confirms the complex and intriguing dynamics of the HM1 
resonance for small pitch values. 
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Fig. 4. Numerical spectrogram versus equivalent distance (bottom axis) or pitch Λ in µm (top 
axis). In order to simulate a uniform section, identical data are replicated beyond a distance of 
170 m. A closer view of the anti-crossing inside the red ellipse is reported Fig. 5(g) with higher 
numerical resolution. 

To get further insight into this dynamics, Fig. 5(g) shows a high resolution close-up view 
of the numerical spectrogram displayed in Fig. 4, for pitch values around 1.7 µm. This figure 
suggests, in accordance with the experimental results of Fig. 2, that the HM1 line represented 
in red line in Fig. 3 does not correspond to a single phonon, but rather results from a series of 
hops between different phonon branches. The frequency dependence with fiber structure of 
these phonons exhibits either a moderate or a steep slope. Because of different dependences 
with fiber structure, there is a particular structure size for which two successive phonons have 
the same phase velocity, causing anti-crossings to occur. This phenomenon occurs several 
times, i.e. for several structure sizes, in experimental as well as in numerical data, suggesting 
that different HM1 phonons are involved in the process each time an anti-crossing occurs. 
Besides, the spectrogram of Fig. 5(g) indicates that the phenomenon is actually quite 
complex. Because HM1 phonons are continuously appearing and disappearing, the dispersion 
at the anti-crossing point does not exhibit, in this case, the classical “X” shape, as in usual 
anti-crossings between purely optical core and optical surface modes in hollow core photonic 
bandgap fibers, for instance [22]. Instead, it has an asymmetric “Y” shape in our case, with 
some energy located in between the two main branches, see Fig. 5(g), which emphasizes the 
complexity of the HM1 phonons dynamics. 
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Fig. 5. (g) Close-up view at the anti-crossing appearing in Fig. 4 around a distance of 20 m. (a-
f) Normalized acoustic kinetic energy distribution for different HM phonons selected along the 
two main branches of the anti-crossing. [Visualization 1] left to right: cross section of the 
fundamental optical mode (left), kinetic acoustic energy distribution of the HM0 mode 
(middle), and kinetic acoustic energy of the HM1 most intense mode, as a function of 
decreasing pitch (and thus fiber diameter). 

In order to numerically validate the existence of an anti-crossing from simulations of Fig. 
4, we computed the radial complex acoustic amplitude distribution |n> (n = a, b, …, f) for 
several modes taken along the two main branches of the “Y” in Fig. 5(g). Their norms are 
displayed in Figs. 5(a)-5(f), and the associated Visualization 1 shows their full evolution with 
fiber pitch. The overlap integral <m|n> of two modes |n> and |m> may be estimated as by 

 ( ) ( )*| , ,  m n m x y n x y dx dy=     (2) 

where the symbol “*” indicates the complex conjugate operation, and x and y are 
dimensionless spatial coordinates in the transverse plane (normalized to the local pitch). 
Moreover, in Eq. (2), each mode amplitude is normalized so that <m|m> = <n|n> = 1. We 
found that |<e|a>| ~0.08, which is quite low. This is not surprising, however, since |a> and |e> 
lie on different branches far from the anti-crossing center located around Λ = 1.7 µm; they are 
therefore expected to be independent, with a low overlap. Conversely, we checked that the 
absolute value overlap of two adjacent modes lying on the same branch is much larger. For 
instance, we found on the upper frequency branch |<a|b>| ~0.38, |<b|c>| ~0.57, and |<c|d>| 
~0.49, while we found on the lower frequency branch |<e|f>| ~0.50. Now, considering the 
overlap of |e> and |d>, two modes that lie on either side of the anti-crossing, we found a 
significant value of |<e|d>| ~0.28. This means that after the high frequency branch inflexion 
point, modes that were initially independent (|<e|a>| ~0.08) are now partially mixed, which 
constitutes a clear sign of an anti-crossing. This analysis is further emphasized in the media 
file associated to Fig. 5, which shows that the spatial distribution of the HM1 mode indeed 
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varies very strongly with the fiber structure for pitch values between 1.6 and 1.8 µm (at the 
end of the movie). 

More generally, anti-crossings are a universal nature feature that is not restricted to a 
complex fiber structure. For instance, Fig. 3 in reference [10] reports a numerical simulation 
for a solid rod that also displays acoustic anti-crossings. (Since there is no hole, the modes 
behavior is much simpler). Therefore, Ge doping is not mandatory for the existence of the 
HM1 anti-crossing. However the experimental observation of anti-crossing in PCF doped 
fiber is much easier because the Ge core reduce the number of resonances at high frequencies. 

From the point of view of potential applications, since they are very sensitive, we do not 
know how HM1 anti-crossings might be shifted from one particular fiber to another one. This 
is beyond the scope of the present work. We have however observed that the spectrogram 
displayed in Fig. 2 is very stable over time for a given fiber. If it might be difficult to 
accurately predict their appearance for a given pitch of the fiber, it thus seems clear that the 
very existence of anti-crossings is very robust. 

To conclude this discussion, one might think of new potential applications: if a fiber 
displays more than one hybrid phonon mode, there are also more information at hand. One 
could then think to fabricate a holey fiber with a uniform diameter. On the one hand, if the 
most intense HM1 mode is not too close from an anti-crossing, this fiber could be used for 
multi-dimensional distributed strain sensing. Actually, a transverse pressure will in turn 
induce a transverse fiber geometrical deformation that could be sensed by an HM1 mode. 
Simultaneously and almost independently, HM0 could sense the usual longitudinal strain. 
Since the sensitivity of HM0 to the transverse geometry is low, it should be easy to uncouple 
the results. On the other hand, if the most intense HM1 mode is very close to an anti-crossing, 
a tiny localized pressure could commute the most intense HM1 mode. This would thereby 
provide a line of distributed switches. 

6. Conclusion 

To summarize, we have demonstrated that axially-varying photonic crystal fibers provide a 
new degree of freedom in manipulating and using sound-light interactions through stimulated 
Brillouin scattering. We have highlighted the presence of anti-crossings between different 
hybrid-mode acoustic phonons occurring for specific structure dimensions which display a 
dramatically enhanced geometrical sensitivity in a slowly axially-varying photonic crystal 
fiber. Besides the universal physics behind the complex features of these anti-crossings, their 
exalted sensitivity to geometry could be potentially used for ultra-sensitive sensors and new 
opto-acoustic devices. 
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